
ABSOLUTE FEMALE
HEALTH QUALITY!

Car Transfer &
Hotel Accommodation

exclusive 7% - 10% discount on 
selected rooms for Intersono’s 
patients, includes all period of your 
stay in hotel

PATIENT
ACCOMMODATION

CAR
TRANSFER

HOTEL
BOOKING

INTERSONO TREATMENT PROGRAMS 
INCLUDE NEXT OPTIONS:
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from airport to the Intersono 
Medical Center clinic or hotel
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We are pleased to offer you high class 
cars to transfer you from the airport to 
clinic or hotel, and vice versa. Safety and 
comfort of our guests are our priorities.

To arrange a meeting we need the 
following information: time of arrival, 
number of flight/train wagon, guest 
names and contacts.

Our partners are the best and the most 
comfortable hotels of the city. Choosing 
hotels on the list below, you will get a 
7%-10% discount on accommodation:

 DELICE HOTEL 
 VINTAGE BOUTIQE HOTEL 
 NOTA BENE HOTEL  
 LH, HOTEL & SPA
 NOBILIS HOTEL
 HOTEL  ATLAS DELUXE
 
 

Car transfer 
from airport 
to the Intersono
clinic or hotel

Hotel booking 

* In order to book a car transfer please fill in the HOTEL RESERVATION FORM 
   and please send it to our e-mail: international@intersono.ua or call us +38 97 003 36 22

* In order to book a car transfer please fill in the AIRPORT PICK-UP FORM
   and please send it to our e-mail: international@intersono.ua or call us +38 97 003 36 22

We offer a wide room capacity: 
standard rooms, family rooms, suites and lux class.
Also, we can arrange your accommodation in apartments.
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Located in Lviv’s famous Striysky Park and just a 5-minute walk 
from the Yunist Stadium, Delice offers a French restaurant, 
summer terrace and free Wi-Fi. Free on-site parking is provid-
ed.
Air-conditioned rooms with classical-style décor are offered at 
Hotel Delice, each with a minibar and flat-screen TV with satel-
lite channels. The spacious bathrooms include a hairdryer and 
toiletries.
French cuisine is served in the restaurant and on the elegant 
summer terrace, and a rich breakfast can be booked.
Delice is a 3-minute walk from Lviv Bus Station and a 5-minute 
drive from Lviv’s historic centre. There are several museums 
and restaurants in the area.

HOTEL LIST

 www.hotel-delice.com.ua/en.html

Ivana Franka Street 141, 
Lviv, 79026, Ukraine

HOTEL DELICE ****

7%
DISCOUNT
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HOTEL LIST

Vintage Boutique Hotel is located in one of the most ancient archi-
tectural buildings, not far from the Arsenal and the Town Hall and 
is the Lviv hotel you should visit.
If you want to become better acquainted with the cultural capital 
of Western Ukraine, to enjoy its sights the hotel in the center of Lviv 
is the place you are looking for. Vintage Boutique Hotel is located 
in the heart of the legendary city of Lviv, only a minute's walk from 
the main historic area of the city.
Vintage Boutique Hotel is a hotel that will surprise and leave the 
most pleasant memories. The advantage of our hotel to the other 
Lviv hotels is that our guests have the opportunity to become the 
wine club members where wine tastings are held for them. In addi-
tion, you will be pleasantly surprised by the cuisine, our chef 
prepares delicious dishes, and you will remember his bright 
outstanding feeds.

www.vintagehotel.com.ua/en/

Serbs'ka Street 11, Lviv, 79008, Ukraine

VINTAGE BOUTIQUE 
HOTEL

7%
DISCOUNT
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HOTEL LIST

The Nota Bene Hotel combines the features of a modern busy 
city and historic Romanticism of the beautiful Lviv. The quality 
and quantity of the services offered will meet the expectations 
of all the guests: tourists, travelers, members of business dele-
gations and people on business trips. The hotel’s charm and 
practicality, a wide range of services and their quality, friendly, 
professional and caring staff as well as a cozy interior – these 
are the features that will help you have a rest and get lots of 
positive emotions from your stay in Lviv. Our hotel is located in 
a quiet place far away from the noise and unrest of the 
modern world.

www.notabenehotel.com/en/

Polischuka Street 78A, 
Lviv, 79015, Ukraine

NOTA BENE HOTEL ***

10%
D I S CO U N T

T H E  C L O S E S T H O T E L  T O  
INTERSONO MEDICAL CENTER
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HOTEL LIST

Opened in January 2013, one of the most modern hotels in Lviv 
'LH Hotel & SPA' is located in the quite city center area within 
fifteen minutes walking distance from the Rynok Square (city 
historical center) and the Opera House. With exceptional facili-
ties for business and leisure 'LH Hotel & SPA' embodies the 
contemporary décor and unique charm.
At 'LH Hotel & SPA' you will get convenient road access and  
free secured private parking.  You can meet or do business in 
our conference room, or get active at “Eurosport” sport club 
with 25m swimming pool, full gym facilities, Boxing Hall, 
fitness classes and 'LH SPA Club'.
'LH Hotel & SPA' boasts by stylish Italian Restaurant, with addi-
tional page of Ukraine cuisine dishes on its menu, that will 
make your stay at 'LH Hotel & SPA' unforgettable.

www.lhhotel.com.ua/en/

Plosha Petrushevycha 1, 
Lviv, 79005, Ukraine 

LH HOTEL&SPA ****

7%
DISCOUNT



10%
D I S CO U N T
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HOTEL LIST

Welcome to Lviv’s only world-class luxury hotel – embodiment 
of luxury and grand elegance.A newly built Nobilis hotel 
harmoniously fit into the architectural ensemble of the center 
part of Lviv city - Herzen and Fredra streets.Hotel complex has 
49 rooms: 40 Standard Classic guestrooms, 4 Premier suites, 4 
Ambassador suites and an exclusive 3-room Noble Suite.

We have created an ideal place for luxurious retreat, exciting 
pastime and business events – with an exclusive world-class 
service. You are always welcome at Nobilis Restaurant, Piano 
Lounge and 24-hour Lobby Bar. For active recreation and 
retreat visit our Fitness and SPA Center. And, of course, a full 
range of conference and additional services.

     http://www.nobilis-hotel.com.ua/en/

Address: O.Fredra Street 5, 
Lviv, 79005, Ukraine

NOBILIS HOTEL *****



7%
DISCOUNT
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HOTEL LIST

The Atlas Deluxe is a historic building, built in 1909 by archi-
tect Zbigniew Brohvich-Lewinski in modern style with a roman-
tic medieval stylization. Now it is a fully restored and modern-
ized new 4-star hotel located at the crossroads of the city’s 
business, cultural and historical districts. The hotel offers 42 
elegant rooms, fitness room and Spa. All rooms are designed 
with exclusive Italian furniture & spacious marble bathrooms.

http://atlasdeluxe.com/en

Prospekt Shevchenka 27, 
Lviv, 79005, Ukraine

HOTEL  ATLAS DELUXE ****



10%
DISCOUNT
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HOTEL LIST

Ibis Styles Lviv Center is the first  representative of  Ibis Styles 
brand in CIS, the first hotel of international brand ibis in Lviv. The 
hotel is managed by a holding company Accor Hotels, which  
consolidates more than 3500 hotels worldwide. Just like any other 
ibis hotel, the ibis Styles Lviv Center is in an excellent location! In 
walking distance to the most popular places of interest  such as: 
Rynok Square, Opera House,  Dominican charge, Virmenska Street. 
The distance from the hotel to the city center is only 0.3 km.

On ground floor is located Pizza Celentano Ristorante, where is 
served  all-you-can-eat  Breakfast, which is offering wide selection 
of traditional European Dishes with special attention to Italian 
cuisine. They also provide Room service.

www.ibis.com

Shukhevycha Street 3, 
Lviv, 79005, Ukraine

IBIS STYLES LVIV CENTER


